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STEFAN WOLPE 'tOt Form (1959) 
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C!L.\RLES IVES G! S'"! Three-Page Sonata (1905) 
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ERNST KBiNEK 17:O~ Sonata No. 4 (194~) 


(b. 	1900) Sostenuto - Allegro 
Andante sostenuto3 con passione 
Rondo: Vivace 
Tempo di minuetto~ moZto Zento 

OLIVIER l1ESSlAEij 11./ .. 06 Vingt Regards sur 1 'Enfant Jesus (l944) 
(b. 1908) 	 Noel . 

Le baisel' de t 'Enfant-Jesus 
AS:18 lIe de Feu I and II (1949) ~ 
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Serenade en la was composed on request by R.C.A., specifically for a recording. 
The length of each movement is three minutes, the total alloted time for music 
on a single side of a 78 disc. The Serenade, a product of Stravinsky's so-called 
"neo-classic" period. takes its name from the serenade or divertimento of the 
18th century. The note HAil is not the key of the piece~ but rather the tonality 
aroun{~ uhich each movement revolves. 

Form b one of the late compositions of Stefan Wolpe$ who was highly esteemed as 
a co~~~ser and teacher. It is one of a series of pieces based on a highly redun
dan' ."~w structure, and is notable for its lean texture, linear construction. and 
abov, . ..;1.11 for its apparent simplicity but inherent sophistication. 

Par~itions is a three-minute work containing highly complex and virtuostic piano 
writing. It partitions the keyboard into several registers and orders several 
sets of rhythms, pitches and dynamics Simultaneously. 

Variations Op. 27 is by now a classic in the field of serial writing. Once de
scribed by lrlebern as a "kind of suite" it gives naximum use to a minimum amount 
of material. It contains the barest sonorities. extreme skips, abrupt rhythmic 
and dynamic changes. Notable is the constant use of mirror canon. 

Three-Page Sonata is the oldest work on the program (1905). Using Ives' techniques 
of clusters, huge chords~ quotes from familiar tunes~ complicated rhythms~ the 
sonata is a parody on the traditional sonata form. (Three-page refers to the 
fact that Ives wrote the original on three pages of manuscript paper). 

Sonata Ho. 4 is written in a traditional four movement sonata form. Movements 
one and two are through-composed, the third is a scherzo-like rondo and the 
final movement is a set of variations. It uses a twelve note row stated in full 
at the opening of the first movement, which is the basis for the entire sonata. 

Noel and Le baiser de l'Enfant-Jesus are two movements from Messiaen's monumental----two hour work Vingt Regards sur / In this work Messiaen.l'Enfant-Jesus. a devout 
Catholic, lavishes his religious expression on the contemplation of the child 
Jesus by twenty different personages: The Father~ the Virgin, the Star, etc. 
L~itmolifs represent the Cross, God~ the Star, the heavenly arch. l1essiaen says .. 

of Vingt Regards: lit-lore than in all my preceding works ~ I have sought a language 
of mystic love; at once varied, powerful and tender, sometimes brutal~ in a multi 
colored ordering. 1I 

1\ 
lIe de Feu I and II are two of the Quartre Etudes de Rhythme, 1949, expressions 
of the rhythmic concepts underlying all of Hessiae;t's works. Ile de Feu I uses 
a basic rhythmical and pitch motif in variation. lIe de Feu II is more complex, 
and alternates variations on a rhythmic motif with twelve "Interversions li 

, serial 
transformations of a melodic line containing twelve pitches, twelve time values~ 
four arlieulations, and five dynamic indications. The work closes with all twelve 
pitches as the basis for an enormous cancrizan passage. 
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